The work with Nanni Klokes`Harmony Method in deep connection with
nature will be the basis of this circle dance training. Additionally to dancing
in a closed room an important part of this week will be going out into the
nature to invite it to become the mirror of our souls. By creating rituals of
movement we can experience our body as a reflexion of our senses and our
soul - the body as our temple we live in and are responsible for. If we understand our own
body as a microcosmos and build up a mindful relationship to ourselves we will realize that
we are also responsible for Mother Earth and that everything is connected. The Basis
Education is aiming for the creation of a place where dance, meditation and energetic parts
can melt into each other, where movement becomes healing for us and the earth. By
repeating grounding and centring exercises, the meditation in movement of the Harmony
method, we are able to become aware of the sacred geometry and alignment so that new
ways to a higher consciousness of the body are opening up. This awareness we integrate
into the common circle dance process . Nanni´s knowledge about body awareness through
emotional and symbolic expression in movement is completed by her deep spiritual
engagement in dance and the relationship with nature.
Healing Yoga is an aspect of the Harmony Method, a practice of
movement that offers you insight and understanding about how you
use your physical body habitually and helps to suspend incorrect
conditioning ; recovery from injuries; breathing and awareness
exercises that help you to cope with stress; support to live with yourself in harmony, and
harmonizes body, mind and heart. Within the exercises you might discover your faith,
balance, presence, acceptance and devotion. Our physical body shall move and our hearts
shall love. Yoga is a sanskrit word which can be understood as "union"; a process, a path or a
discipline that leads to the unity of the inner self with the Divine. It is a spiritual practice that
brings the practitioner to discover the connection with the Highest. If this is God, Allah,
Krishna, Jahwe, Mother Earth or a different power of creation that you believe in, the
practicing of Healing Yoga can guide you to a deeper relationship with your creator and
creates a connection to all living creatures.

By the end of the week everyone will have achieved the basic knowledge about the
Harmony method® in theory and practice. Also you will take with you a comprehensive
repertoire of circle dance and a deeper connection with yourself and the awareness of co
creation with all.

Date

25. July - 01. August 2020
Starting on arrival day with dinner at 19:00 hrs,
Finishing with breakfast on the day of departure

Info & registration

Nanni Kloke & Kees Ykema
Email :
quintadascorujas@gmail.com
Tel.
:
0031 621288885

Please bring with you

Comfortable clothes for summer temperatures . Warm pullover when it
chilly at night .Dancing and walking shoes .Headwear (sunscreen) /
Sunglasses / Swimsuit

Registration

Please fill out the registration form and send it by Email
We will charge € 100.- of the Workshop costs as a registration fee. By
receiving the workshop costs on our bank account we will confirm your
registration. ( see for more information : Registration Form )

Travel

You travel independent , to Airport Porto (OPO) * see:
www.quintadascorujas.com - travel information
If you are interested to travel together please send us your flight times . If you
require a collective transfer by taxi , please let us know. A one way taxi ride from
Porto airport to Quinta das Corujas will cost you 150.- per taxiride. You can also
travel by long distant bus or train to Guarda ( ca. 15 .- one way ) and from there by
taxi to Faia / Guarda to Quinta das Corujas .

Preliminary structure of the day ( subject to modifications )

07:30 - 08:15
08:30 - 09:15
09:30 - 12:15
12:15 - 13:00
13:15 - 14:00
14:00 - 16:00
16:00
16:30 - 17:30
18:00 - 19:30
19:30
21:00

Start into the day ( Healing Yoga / Meditation)
Breakfast
Harmony Method / Circle Dance
Community work ( Gardening / Cleaning / Tidying )
Lunch
Siesta (swimming, reading, letting the soul dangle,…… )
Fruit snack
Theory and Body Work
Circle Dance
Dinner
Closing of the day together

